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Since the introduction of inflation targeting in the Czech Republic in 1998, supply-side factors
have had a strong direct influence on CPI inflation on several occasions. This paper uses a
small-scale dynamic rational expectations model based on an open-economy version of Fuhrer–
Moore-type staggered wage setting to quantify the second-round effects of selected supply-side
shocks and of shocks to the nominal exchange rate on wages and subsequently on inflation. In
order to analyse the desired reaction of the central bank to these shocks, optimal time-consistent
policy rules are derived within the presented New-Keynesian framework. Impulse response
analyses are then carried out to demonstrate the model’s dynamics under various policy rules
corresponding to different loss functions of the central bank. The conclusions presented in the
paper suggest that the second-round effects of shocks to import prices and the nominal
exchange rate on inflation should not be ignored in practical policy-making.
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Nontechnical Summary
Since the introduction of inflation targeting in the Czech Republic in 1998, supply-side factors or
asset prices have exerted a strong direct influence on CPI inflation on several occasions. Large
adjustments in administered prices, significant fluctuations in oil prices or volatile movements in
the nominal exchange rate have resulted in increased volatility of consumer price inflation. There
is a widespread belief among economists that due to the long lags between a change in a policy
interest rate and the impact of that change on the economy, monetary policy cannot eliminate the
effect of temporary supply-side shocks on inflation. It should, however, curb any second-round
effects of these shocks on inflation.
The main goal of this paper is to define and quantify the second-round effects of selected supply-
side shocks and shocks to the nominal exchange rate on wages and subsequently on inflation. At
the same time the optimal reaction of the central bank to these shocks with respect to various
objective functions is addressed. In order to be able to analyse the problem within a dynamic
setting, a small-scale dynamic rational expectations model, based on an open-economy version of
Fuhrer–Moore-type staggered wage setting, is used. Impulse response analysis is subsequently
applied in order to demonstrate the model’s dynamics under various policy rules corresponding to
different objective functions of the central bank.
The conclusions presented in the paper suggest that the second-round effects of shocks to import
prices and the nominal exchange rate on inflation should not be ignored in practical policy-
making. Identification of the shock is crucial for identifying the “optimal” reaction of the
monetary authorities to it. In addition, the impulse response results presented in the paper imply
that the magnitude of the second-round effects generated by the shocks to import prices or the
nominal exchange rate is dependent on the reaction function chosen by the monetary authorities.
The higher is the weight put on inflation relative to output smoothing by the authorities the larger
the corresponding second-round effects are on consumer price inflation relative to their impact on
output.Modelling the Second-Round Effects of Supply-Side Shocks on Inflation   3
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1. Introduction
The Czech Republic introduced its inflation targeting regime at the beginning of 1998. Being a
small open economy under transition, the Czech economy has experienced several quite
significant external and internal supply-side shocks and changes in the nominal exchange rate
over the last few years. These have exerted a strong direct influence on inflation. Sudden changes
in import prices and changes in administered prices largely explain the volatility of CPI-measured
inflation since 1998. The direct effects of these supply-side shocks on inflation are fairly easily
identifiable. However, it is more difficult to quantify some of the indirect effects of these supply-
side shocks on inflation and to derive how central banks should react to them.
The main goal of this paper is to quantify the second-round effects of some selected supply-
side shocks and a shock to the nominal exchange rate on wages and subsequently on inflation
measured in terms of both the GDP deflator and the CPI. The motivation to do so stems from
the author’s attempt to explain the determinants of the GDP deflator in the Czech Republic
and find a behavioural link between the GDP deflator and the labour market. The analysis is
carried transparently within a simple structural model framework based on rational
expectations. It is assumed that nominal wage contracts are set according to the corresponding
specification of the open economy version of the Fuhrer, Moore (1995) model. In the Fuhrer–
Moore model it is assumed that nominal wage contracts are set in order to keep the resulting
real wage close to the weighted average of the past and anticipated future level of real wages.
In order to define the second-round effects arising from various shocks on inflation, it is
assumed first that nominal wage contracts are derived – similarly to the prevailing practice in
the Czech Republic – with respect to the real wage deflated by the CPI. By assuming that a
firm’s competitive position is more closely linked with real wages deflated by the GDP
deflator, for the model with an alternative wage contract specification it is assumed that
nominal wages are negotiated with respect to real wages deflated by the GDP deflator. For the
purposes of this paper the second-round effects on inflation (and other model variables)
arising from any shock are defined as the difference between the dynamics of the models
corresponding with these two alternative wage-contracting specifications, other things held
equal. Given the high aggregation of the model and the fact that the equations are not derived
within a dynamic general equilibrium framework, some important “second-round effects” of
supply-side shocks and shocks to the nominal exchange rate on inflation – such as the income
effect – are ignored.
The paper is structured into seven sections. The introduction is followed by a description of
the main behavioural equations, including a discussion of some of the model-related specifics
of the Czech economy. The next section is devoted to presenting the state space representation
of the model. This is necessary for deriving the analytic solution of the model in terms of
optimal rules and jump variables. The fourth section reports on the parameterisation of the
model. Special emphasis is given in this section to the calibration of the Phillips curve in
terms of domestic prices. Knowledge of model equations and numerical values for elasticities
makes it possible to present the solution of the model in the next section. In order to evaluate
the dynamic properties of the model, the sixth section investigates the results based on
impulse responses for selected supply-side and asset-price shocks for three optimal policy4   Tibor Hlédik
rules corresponding to different ad-hoc loss functions of the monetary authorities. The last
section summarises the results.
2. The Model
A New-Keynesian small open-economy rational expectations model is used for the analysis. This
is very similar in structure to the models presented in Blake–Westaway (1996), Batini–Haldane
(1999), Batini–Yates (2001) and Svensson (1999). The model was calibrated on quarterly
seasonally adjusted data and specified in “gap” form. This means that all variables are defined as
deviations from their long-run equilibrium values
2 or, in the case of inflation, as deviations from
the inflation target. The model equations are as follows:
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2 Equilibrium values were determined using a generalised version of the Hodrick–Prescott filter in the case of
non-stationary variables and set to “long-term” averages in the case of stationary variables. The generalised HP
filter in comparison with the ordinary HP filter includes a penalty weight for a deviation of the filtered value of
the examined variable from its exogenously determined long-run (steady-state) growth rate. This modification
makes it possible to mitigate the well-known poor end-of-sample properties of the HP filter by setting the
parameters of the filter to reflect some judgement about the long-run growth rate and cyclical position of the
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) ( t E = expected value of variable  based on the information set of economic agents
available at time t
3;
t y = Czech GDP;
t r = proxy for the real interest rate with one year maturity (see the description later);
t q = real exchange rate;
d
t  = quarterly percentage change in the GDP deflator at factor cost
4;
adm
t p = administered price index;
cpi
t  = quarterly inflation rate measured in terms of the consumer price index;
df
t  = quarterly percentage change in the German GDP deflator;
im
t  = quarterly imported price inflation expressed in terms of the euro;
  t e = nominal exchange rate of the Czech koruna against the euro;
 

t i = 3-month money market rate (Germany, later Eurozone);
  t i    = 3-month PRIBOR;
t  = risk premium;

t y = foreign demand approximated with German GDP;
 , , , , , , , , , , t t t t t t t t t t         	 
 shock terms.
                                                          
3 The information set includes the specification of all model equations, including the reaction function of the
central bank and exogenous shocks up to time t.
4 The GDP deflator at factor costs is calculated directly from the GDP deflator by eliminating the impact of
indirect taxes on the index.6   Tibor Hlédik
Equation (1) specifies a standard open-economy backward-looking IS curve. Output is a function
of lagged output, the real interest rate with a two-quarter lag, the lagged real exchange rate and
foreign demand (both with a one-quarter lag). From the specification of equations (6) and (7) it is
clear that the real interest rate determination is based on a risk-neutral arbitrage condition on the
financial markets and private agents form both forward-looking and adaptive expectations. In this
way it is possible to examine the impact of a change in interest rates with longer maturity on
aggregate demand and implicitly take into account expectational yield-curve effects on the
dynamic properties of the model.
Equation (2) is a Phillips curve for domestic inflation derived from a Fuhrer–Moore-type (F–M)
wage-contracting specification
5 that has been modified for a small open economy. This
modification
6 is based on the assumption that wage setters do not derive their nominal wage
demand from a real product wage, as it is the case in the F–M specification, but rather from their
real consumer wage
7. This assumption is very much in line with the past and current practice of
how wages are negotiated in the Czech Republic. Indeed, trade unions always communicate their
nominal wage demands in terms of some “plausible” future real wage growth increased by
expected inflation. Equation (2), as will be shown later, gives rise to second-round effects of some
selected supply-side shocks or nominal exchange rate shocks on domestic inflation via the wage-
contracting channel. The following three equations served as the basis for deriving equation (2):
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(15) is a standard mark-up equation based on the assumption that prices are determined as a
weighted average of current and past nominal contract wages. The mark-up was set to zero, and
the number of lags was chosen so as to ensure that the reduced-form equation (2) for the
calibration/estimation exercise is of a sufficiently general form. The next equation defines the
consumer price index as a weighted average of the GDP deflator at factor cost, import prices and
administered prices. Equation (16) deserves some more attention given that it is based on an
approximation. The consumer price index in the Czech Republic measures the price level of a
consumption basket consisting of approximately 790 representative products and services. The
current data collection practice of the Czech Statistical Office does not make it possible to
differentiate between domestically produced and imported goods or services in the CPI.
                                                          
5 See Fuhrer and Moore (1995). Of course, the F–M wage-contracting specification is not based on an SDGE
optimising framework and as such is not immune to the Lucas critique. It is, however, still useful in “deepening”
the Phillips-curve coefficients in (2) and linking aggregate price dynamics with labour market behaviour.
6 In Blake–Westaway (1996) and Batini–Haldane (1999) the Phillips curves are derived from the same
theoretical assumptions.
7 The real product wage is defined as the nominal contract wage deflated by the GDP deflator at factor cost.
Similarly, the real consumer wage is defined as the nominal contract wage deflated by the consumer price index.Modelling the Second-Round Effects of Supply-Side Shocks on Inflation   7
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Therefore, the only price index on the right-hand side of equation (16) that is unambiguously
defined within the CPI is 
adm p , the price index measuring administered prices. The weighted
average of the other two indices, the GDP deflator at factor cost and the import price index, is an
approximation for both domestically produced goods with some import content and imported final
goods. Equation (17) is based on the assumption that real wages today depend on the weighted
average of expected real consumer wages one period ahead and lagged (1–4 quarters) real wages.
Real wages are, most importantly, positively related to the cyclical position of the domestic
economy (approximated by the output gap).
Equation (2) is derived by summing equations (17) for time indices t+1-i multiplied by  i   (i =
1…3) and equation (17) for t-3 multiplied by  3 2 1 1        and by substituting out  i w  and 
cpi
i p
(i = t+1, t, t-1, t-2, t-3, t-4) using equations (15) and (16). The reduced-form coefficients as a
function of the parameters of equations (15)–(17) are reported in Appendix 1
8.
Equation (3) is obtained by taking the first difference of both sides of equation (16).
Equation (4) is a standard uncovered interest-rate parity arbitrage condition. The expectation
formation of the private sector is not assumed to be fully forward-looking model-consistent, as is
apparent from the specification of equation (5). Private agents’ exchange rate expectations are
modelled as a weighted average of forward-looking rational and backward-looking expectations.
This modification in the UIP condition makes the nominal exchange rate, and consequently the
model’s dynamics, less “jumpy” and therefore more realistic.
Equation (6) is derived from an approximation of the risk-neutral arbitrage condition on the
financial market for the real interest rate with one-year maturity, as captured by the following
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   , where n is set to unity
9. Equation (6)
can be obtained by applying the expectation operator  t E  to  1  t r  and using simple algebra.
As in the case of the UIP condition, it is assumed that economic agents do not form fully forward-
looking model-consistent expectations. Equation (7) explicitly specifies the expectation formation
of the private sector. The share of agents that form model-consistent forward-looking expectations
is  71  , while the rest of the private sector is assumed to approximate real interest rates with one-
year maturity with a short-term real interest rate based on backward-looking inflation
expectations.
Equation (8) specifies the reaction function of the central bank in a fairly general form. The
variables are determined by the state space representation of the model outlined above (see later
for details). The coefficients of the optimal policy rules corresponding to various loss functions of
policymakers
10 will be derived later using dynamic programming.
Equation (9) is a recursive definition of the real exchange rate. Equations (10)–(14) approximate,
respectively, the risk premium, imported inflation, foreign inflation measured in terms of the GDP
deflator, administered price inflation and foreign demand as simple AR(1) processes.
                                                          
8 These coefficients can be obtained by a generalisation of the approach presented by Blake (2000).
9 See Söderlind (1999). The approximation for interest rates of such short maturity is, of course, very crude.
10 The choice of the loss function will be discussed later.8   Tibor Hlédik
3. State Space Representation of the Model
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where A1 and A2 are 30x30 matrices, and B1 is a 30x1 vector. If A1 is a non-singular matrix, (1*)
can be obtained from (1**) by simply multiplying both sides of (1**) by 
1 1
 A .
In order to derive the optimal monetary policy rules corresponding to alternative loss
functions of the central bank, the central bank’s preferences must first be determined. For the
purposes of this paper it is assumed that the central bank’s goal is to minimise fluctuations in
inflation around the inflation target and to minimise the volatility of the output gap and the
change in short-term interest rates. The model specified above is constructed so that various
“optimal”
12 interest rate rules can be derived (with respect to the volatility of inflation, output,
and the change in short-term interest rates) according to central bank preferences
13. The
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11 To describe the technical part of the solution and Appendix 1, I primarily use symbols and derivations
according to Svensson (1999).
12 The word “optimal” in the sense above is normative in nature. The central bank decides on preferences in this
model (e.g. higher or lower volatility of inflation or product when deriving monetary rules). The objective
function of the monetary authorities is not derived on the basis of knowledge of the economic agents’ utility
function. For an example of a paper in which the loss function is derived from microeconomic principles, see J.
Rotemberg and M. Woodford (1998).
13 Of course, some other variables, for instance the real exchange rate (one of the important determinants of the
current account balance), could also be included in the loss function.Modelling the Second-Round Effects of Supply-Side Shocks on Inflation   9
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Since the analytic solution technique to be applied later requires the model to be expressed in a
general matrix form
14,  t L  must be expressed as a function of the state vector. Since the variables
entering into the loss functions are linear functions of the state vector and the loss function itself is
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where   is a discount factor. Equations (1*)–(4*) give a complete description of the model, and
therefore the general representation of the solution has the following form:
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Equation (i) describes the dynamics of the state vector, (ii) expresses the forward-looking variable
as a linear combination of predetermined variables, (iii) is an optimal interest rate rule and (iv) is
an expression of the variables in the loss function as a linear function of the state vector.
Equations (i) and (iv) can be easily derived with the help of (ii), (iii) and (1*)–(2*). Equations (i)–
(iv) determine the dynamics of the whole system. The interest rate rule (corresponding to the
chosen loss function) ensures the model converges to the steady state for any shock hitting the
system. The solution is obtained by applying dynamic programming. A detailed description of the
optimising algorithm used is contained in Appendix 2. The program for solving the model was
coded up by the author in GAUSS.
                                                          
14 Simple matrix algebra is needed to code up the optimising algorithm in GAUSS.10   Tibor Hlédik
4. Parameterisation of the Model
In order to be able to solve the model and carry out dynamic impulse response analysis, all
parameters in equations (1)–(14) must be determined. For the calibration exercise, the equilibrium
values for the stationary variables were set equal to their long-term averages. For non-stationary
variables a generalised form of the Hodrick-Prescott filter
15 was applied in order to incorporate
expert judgement into the calibration process and mitigate the poor end-of-sample properties of
the HP filter
16. The model parameters of equations (1)–(14) were set as follows:
9 . 0 11   , 25 . 0 12    , 15 . 0 13   , 25 . 0 14   ;
0.107 21   , 0.282 22   , 0.173 23   , 0.063 24   , 0.0434 25   , 0.0359 26   ,
0.0214 27   , 0.0075 28   , -0.008 29   , 0.066 210   , 0.056 211   , 0.034 212   ,
0.013 213   , -0.011 214   , 0.087 215   , 0.074 216   , 0.046 217   , 0.017 218   ,
 31  0.68 14 . 0 32   ;
 41  -0.25, 25 . 0 42   ;
4 . 0 51   ;
8 . 0 61   , 2 . 0 62   , 8 . 0 63    ;
4 . 0 71   ;
6 . 0 101   , 09 . 0 111   ,5 4 . 0 121    ,0 131   ,6 9 . 0 141   ; 9 . 0 151   .
The IS curve elasticities were obtained by simple OLS for the period of 1994 Q1–2001 Q4 and
are broadly in line with similar estimates reported in previous studies for the Czech Republic
17.
The parameter values entering into the Phillips curve,  21  – 218  , were calibrated using the
theoretically derived “deep” parameters for  21  – 218  , expressed in terms of the coefficients of,
and derived from, equations (15)–(17) (see Appendix 1). The calibration of the parameters was
obtained by applying a numeric non-linear optimising algorithm in a standard Excel spreadsheet.
The algorithm minimises
18 the square of the residuals in equation (2) with respect to linear
restrictions that all parameters in equations (15)–(17) are positive and the share of administered
prices in the CPI basket is known (0.18). In addition it is assumed that the share 0  of forward-
looking agents in wage-contracting equation (17) is 0.10
19. The main reasons for calibrating
equation (2) by means of constrained optimisation are the following:
•  to be able derive the parameters of the wage-contracting equation implicitly without relying
too much on labour market data, which are very short and subject to changes in data collection
methodology over time;
                                                          
15 See Laxton (1992).
16 The modification of the HP filter was coded up in GAUSS.
17 See for instance Kotlán (2002) or Isard and Laxton (2000).
18 Of course, it might be the case that the minimum found in this way represents a locally minimal solution and
not a globally minimal solution. The calibrated value of 0.10 assumes slightly less forward-looking behaviour in
wage negotiations than the estimates for developed industrial countries would suggest.
19 Inflation expectations are not available for a long enough time horizon to test econometrically the share of
forward-looking agents in the wage-contracting equation. Of course, for standard estimation procedures
instrumental variables could be used.Modelling the Second-Round Effects of Supply-Side Shocks on Inflation   11
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•  to obtain plausible parameter values that are consistent both with the theory applied and with
the available data as far as possible.
The results of the constrained optimisation in terms of the parameter values of equations (15)–(17)
are as follows:
40 . 0 1   , 33 . 0 2   , 20 . 0 3   ; 68 . 0   ,  14 . 0   ;
1 . 0 0   , 90 . 0 1   , 0 . 0 2   ; 11 . 0   ;
The obtained parameter values 3 1...   of equation (15) suggest that wage costs are gradually
transmitted into the price of value added over time. In addition, this lag structure is decreasing
step by step.
Parameters  31   and  32   were calculated using the optimising algorithm briefly described above.
The implied share of import prices in the CPI basket is 14%. This share is broadly in line with
estimates obtained for other small open economies
20. It is important to note in this respect,
however, that taking into account the impact of import prices on the GDP deflator itself (see
equation 2) the cumulative impact of import prices on the consumer price index is considerably
higher.
The parameters of the uncovered interest rate parity conditions are set exactly according to the
arbitrage condition specified for quarterly data. The share of the fully rational forward-looking
agents (0.4) and that of the backward-looking agents (0.6) were set so that the model exhibits
plausible dynamic properties. An assumption of fully forward-looking agents in the exchange rate
determination would make the exchange rate channel very fast and the exchange rate itself very
“jumpy”. Conversely, a very small weight of forward-looking model-consistent agents in the UIP
would weaken the immediate impact of monetary policy on the exchange rate.
The parameters of equation (6) are derived from the arbitrage condition on the financial market
for real interest rates with n years of maturity. The decision on the one-year maturity is purely
judgmental and based on the volume of extended loans with various maturities. The decision on
the large share of agents who base their decision on long-term ex-ante real interest rates relative to
those who base their expectation on short-term ex-post real interest rates is also judgmental and
based on similar reasoning as in the case of the nominal exchange rate.
The autoregressive coefficients of  101  – 141   were determined by simple OLS.
5. Solution of the Model for Phillips Curves Derived for Two Different
Wage-Contracting Equations and Various Policy Rules
The main goal of this section is to present the solution for the two models corresponding with the
two alternative wage-contracting equations. The first Phillips-curve specification is the one
specified by equation (2) corresponding to parameters  21  – 218   (page 8). These parameters were
obtained by substituting the results of the constrained optimisation exercise mentioned above in
                                                          
20 The calibration value used for the United Kingdom is 0.2 (see for instance Blake, Westaway (1996)).12   Tibor Hlédik
terms of the parameters of equations (15)–(17) into the functional forms of  21  – 218   reported in
Appendix 1. The second specification is based on a theoretical assumption that in wage-
contracting equation (17), real wages are deflated by the GDP deflator at factor costs instead of
the consumer price index. The coefficients and the lag structure in equations (15)–(17) are
assumed to be the same in both cases. Replacing CPI inflation with domestic inflation in the
wage-contracting equation obviously eliminates entirely the impact of import and administered
prices on domestic inflation. The resulting Phillips curve will replace equation (2) in the model
and will have the following specification instead:
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where:
0.105 21   , 487 . 0 22   , 299 . 0 23   , 109 . 0 24   , 0 25   ,
0 . 0 26   , 0513 . 0 27   , 0424 . 0 28   , 0253 . 0 29   , 0089 . 0 210   ;
For both Phillips-curve specifications, three optimal rules will be derived that correspond to the
following weights in the loss function specified by equation (3):
(i)  8 . 0  cpi w
 ,  1 . 0  y w ,  1 . 0  i w ,
(ii)  45 . 0  cpi w
 ,  45 . 0  y w ,  1 . 0  i w ,
(iii)  1 . 0  cpi w
 ,  8 . 0  y w ,  1 . 0  i w ,
Again, the choice of the weights in the loss function is arbitrary and reflects, respectively, a
higher, equal and lower emphasis put by the monetary authorities on inflation smoothing relative
to output stabilisation. The weight put on short-term interest rate smoothing was chosen in order
to obtain a plausible – neither too “jumpy” nor too sluggish – reaction of the central bank to
various shocks.
The analytic solution of the models for the unknown policy rule and jump variable parameters
corresponding to the two types of wage equation and various loss functions of the central bank are
reported in Table 1 and Table 2 below. The first, very straightforward, observation is that the
model based on a wage-contracting equation in terms of the GDP deflator results in a much
simpler solution, including the functional form of the policy rule, than the model with a wage
equation based on the CPI. This is a straightforward implication of replacing import price and
administered price inflation and their lagged values in equation (2) with domestic inflation. The
second observation is that in the specification of the reaction functions of the central bank, all
variables have the expected signs on a cumulative basis
21.
                                                          
21 The sum of elasticities for all current and lagged variables.Table 1: Model Solution with the Wage Contracting Equation based on CPI 
   Vector
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27 
Short-Term Interest Rate (Policy Rule)
w_cpi=0.8;
w_y=0.1
0,23 0,02 0,02 0,01 0,00 0,23 0,13 0,05 0,09 0,03 0,01 0,00 0,12 0,04 0,02 0,01 0,00 0,03 0,01 0,00 0,11 0,76 0,14 0,52 0,30 0,16 -0,06
w_cpi=0.45;
w_y=0.45
0,43 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,23 0,15 0,06 0,05 0,02 0,01 0,00 0,06 0,02 0,01 0,00 0,00 0,02 0,01 0,00 0,18 0,84 0,24 0,46 0,32 0,24 -0,12
w_cpi=0.1;
w_y=0.8




-0,25 -0,02 -0,02 -0,01 0,00 -0,23 -0,12 -0,04 -0,07 -0,02 -0,01 0,00 -0,08 -0,03 -0,01 0,00 1,00 -0,02 -0,01 0,00 -0,17 1,66 -0,17 -0,25 0,46 -0,27 0,06
w_cpi=0.45;
w_y=0.45
-0,37 -0,01 -0,01 0,00 0,00 -0,22 -0,13 -0,05 -0,04 -0,01 -0,01 0,00 -0,04 -0,02 -0,01 0,00 1,00 -0,01 -0,01 0,00 -0,22 1,59 -0,23 -0,19 0,44 -0,35 0,10
w_cpi=0.1;
w_y=0.8
-0,43 -0,01 -0,01 0,00 0,00 -0,22 -0,13 -0,05 -0,02 -0,01 0,00 0,00 -0,03 -0,01 0,00 0,00 1,00 -0,01 0,00 0,00 -0,24 1,56 -0,27 -0,17 0,44 -0,38 0,12
Long-Term Real Interest Rates
w_cpi=0.8;
w_y=0.1
0,21 -0,08 -0,05 -0,02 -0,01 -0,97 -0,75 -0,50 -0,08 -0,08 -0,04 -0,01 -0,10 -0,11 -0,05 -0,01 0,00 -0,08 -0,04 -0,01 0,18 0,53 0,19 0,44 0,26 0,28 -0,07
w_cpi=0.45;
w_y=0.45
0,41 -0,09 -0,06 -0,03 -0,01 -0,97 -0,74 -0,48 -0,13 -0,10 -0,05 -0,01 -0,16 -0,13 -0,06 -0,02 0,00 -0,10 -0,05 -0,01 0,26 0,63 0,30 0,36 0,28 0,39 -0,13
w_cpi=0.1;
w_y=0.8




-0,02 0,05 0,04 0,02 0,01 0,30 0,18 0,06 0,07 0,06 0,04 0,01 0,10 0,08 0,05 0,02 0,00 0,06 0,04 0,01 -0,02 0,12 -0,02 -0,01 0,03 -0,03 0,01Vector
1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18 
Short-Term Interest Rate (Policy Rule)
w_cpi=0.8;
w_y=0.1 0,39 0,07 0,04 0,02 0,01 0,63 0,33 0,10 0,03 0,04 0,00 0,15 0,72 0,20 0,50 0,28 0,22 -0,09
w_cpi=0.45;
w_y=0.45 0,54 0,05 0,03 0,01 0,00 0,51 0,28 0,09 0,02 0,02 0,00 0,20 0,81 0,27 0,46 0,30 0,27 -0,14
w_cpi=0.1;
w_y=0.8 0,61 0,03 0,02 0,01 0,00 0,38 0,22 0,08 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,22 0,84 0,31 0,44 0,31 0,29 -0,16
Nominal Exchange Rate
w_cpi=0.8;
w_y=0.1 -0,43 -0,08 -0,05 -0,02 -0,01 -0,68 -0,34 -0,10 -0,02 -0,02 1,00 -0,22 1,66 -0,23 -0,22 0,47 -0,36 0,10
w_cpi=0.45;
w_y=0.45 -0,48 -0,05 -0,03 -0,01 0,00 -0,54 -0,28 -0,09 -0,01 -0,01 1,00 -0,25 1,60 -0,27 -0,18 0,46 -0,39 0,12
w_cpi=0.1;
w_y=0.8 -0,50 -0,04 -0,02 -0,01 0,00 -0,42 -0,23 -0,08 0,00 0,00 1,00 -0,26 1,58 -0,29 -0,17 0,45 -0,41 0,13
Long-Term Real Interest Rates
w_cpi=0.8;
w_y=0.1 0,26 -0,09 -0,07 -0,03 -0,01 -1,34 -0,95 -0,55 0,03 0,03 0,00 0,17 0,82 0,20 0,38 0,35 0,25 -0,08
w_cpi=0.45;
w_y=0.45 0,37 -0,12 -0,08 -0,04 -0,01 -1,47 -1,01 -0,56 0,01 0,01 0,00 0,21 0,91 0,26 0,33 0,37 0,30 -0,12
w_cpi=0.1;
w_y=0.8 0,43 -0,14 -0,10 -0,05 -0,01 -1,61 -1,06 -0,58 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,23 0,94 0,30 0,31 0,38 0,33 -0,14
Domestic Inflation
For all loss
functions 0,01 0,06 0,05 0,03 0,01 0,55 0,33 0,12 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00 0,00
Table 2: Model Solution with the Wage Contracting Equation based on the GDP DeflatorModelling the Second-Round Effects of Supply-Side Shocks on Inflation   13
6. Definition of Second-Round Effects and Their Quantification Through
Impulse Responses
As was stressed in the introduction, the main goal of this paper is to quantify the second-round
effects of import prices and administered prices on wages and subsequently on inflation measured
in terms of both the GDP deflator at factor costs and the CPI. Since the paper concentrates solely
on those second-round effects which arise from replacing the CPI in the wage-contracting
equation with the GDP deflator at factor cost, for the purposes of this paper the second-round
effects on inflation (and other model variables) arising from any shock are defined as the
difference between the dynamics of the models corresponding with the two alternative wage-
contracting specifications, other things held equal.
The interpretation of the ceteris paribus condition deserves special attention in the case of the
policy rule. There were at least two possible ways of handling this problem. The first option is to
assume that the reaction function of the central bank is unchanged in terms of a simple backward-
looking Taylor-type rule. In this case, the change in the Phillips-curve specification would not
have any effect on the functional form of the reaction function of the central bank. It is sufficient,
however, to include any jump variable in the reaction function
22 and the change in the Phillips
curve would result in a change in the rule itself, since the rule would be a function of all state
variables and model parameters. The second option – the one ultimately chosen by the author – is
to assume that the preferences of the monetary authorities expressed in terms of the loss function
are unchanged
23. However, given that the optimal rules corresponding to an unchanged loss
function are different for different Phillips-curve specifications, this means that the functional
specification of the optimal rule will be different for all simulations (see the results presented in
Tables 1 and 2 above).
In order to quantify the second-round effects on inflation and other model variables arising from
selected supply-side and asset-price shocks, two different impulse response exercises were
generated for the three policy rules corresponding with the hypothetical loss functions of the
central bank specified in the previous section. The first impulse response includes a 100 basis
point shock to import prices expressed in foreign currency; the second shock, of the same
magnitude, is generated with respect to the nominal exchange rate. There are two good reasons for
carrying out impulse responses for these variables. First, despite the fact that both shocks result in
a 100 basis point change in import prices, their implications for the models’ dynamics are
dramatically different. A shock to import prices (expressed in foreign currency) transmits directly
into consumer price inflation and through wage contracts indirectly into domestic inflation. In the
case of a shock to the nominal exchange rate, in addition to the direct and indirect import price
effect there is a strong demand effect caused by the change in the real exchange rate. The two
impulse responses, therefore, illustrate how important it is for the monetary authorities to
differentiate between the shocks hitting the economy to be able to react adequately. The second
reason for generating a shock to import prices (expressed in foreign currency) is motivated by the
                                                          
22 For instance, a Taylor-type forward-looking inflation forecast based rule would be a good example of such a
reaction function.
23 The final choice between the two alternatives also reflects the view presented by Svensson (2002), who prefers
fixing a general targeting rule of the central bank instead of the monetary policy rule itself. A policy rule
corresponding with an unchanged loss function is an example of such a targeting rule.14   Tibor Hlédik
almost identical effect of this shock (although with slightly different magnitude and inertia) on the
models’ dynamics to the shock to administered prices
24. Therefore, the impulse response exercise
for import prices results in a very similar dynamic response of the model as for a shock to
administered prices.
The dynamic properties of the models based on the two Phillips curves corresponding with the
alternative wage-contracting equations are depicted in Figures 1–4 by generating a 100 basis point
shock to import prices and the nominal exchange rate. Figures 1 and 2 aim at comparing the
dynamic response of the two models to the two shocks given a loss function with fixed equal
weights for both inflation and output ( 45 . 0  cpi w
 ,  45 . 0  y w ,  1 . 0  i w ).
As such, these impulse response results are useful in terms of understanding the dynamic response
to the shocks of the models with the two alternative wage-contracting equations and comparing
the results for the same loss function of the central bank. Figures 3 and 4 concentrate solely on the
second-round effects arising from these shocks for the three models corresponding with the
considered alternative loss functions of the central bank. Therefore, these simulations are intended
to illustrate the impact of the choice of a particular loss function of the central bank on the
magnitude of the second-round effect for the main model variables.
6.1 Temporary 100 basis point shock to import prices – Comparing the models’
dynamics for the two Phillips curves corresponding with the alternative wage-
contracting equations
The 100 basis point shock to import prices results in a jump of consumer price inflation due to the
direct import price channel (Figure 1G) that in turn initiates a reaction of the central bank by
increasing short-term nominal interest rates (Figure 1A). This reaction is slightly stronger when
wage contracting is based on consumer wages. At the same time, consumer price inflation falls
after the one-time jump almost immediately back to target when nominal wage contracts are
derived from real product wages. The alternative wage specification results in considerably higher
consumer price inflation with more inertia. This is simply a consequence of the Phillips-curve
specifications specified for domestic inflation (equations (2) and (2’)). When wage contracting is
based on real wages in terms of domestic inflation (equation (2’)), import prices do not directly
influence domestic inflation. This is in contrast with the case where the Phillips curve is derived
from a wage-contracting equation based on real consumer wages (equation (2)). Import prices in
this case do have a significant and inertial effect on domestic inflation. Figure 1H depicts the
difference between the two cases.
The other significant difference between the dynamics of the two alternative models involves the
channels by which the inflationary impact of the supply-side shock is reduced by the central bank.
When wage contracts are based on consumer wages, monetary conditions are tightened through
the real appreciation of the exchange rate. Real interest rates are for most of the disinflation
process below their equilibrium value. When, on the contrary, wage contracts are based on real
product wages, the elimination of inflationary pressures is carried out by means of an increase of
real interest rates above their equilibrium level. The level of real interest rates more than
eliminates the expansionary impact of the real exchange rate (Figures 1C and 1D). The combined
                                                          
24 It is easy to see that administered and import prices enter symmetrically into both the CPI and Phillips-curve
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effect of the real exchange rate and real interest rate on demand is shown in Figure 1B. In order to
bring inflation back to target the monetary authorities maintain tighter monetary conditions when
import prices do have a direct impact on nominal wage contracts (and subsequently on domestic
inflation) in comparison with the alternative wage specification.
6.2 Temporary 100 basis point shock to the nominal exchange rate – Comparing the
models’ dynamics for the two Phillips curves corresponding with the alternative
wage-contracting equations
A 100 basis point shock to the nominal exchange rate, similarly as in the previous case, results in
a jump in import prices and subsequently in consumer price inflation. The reaction of the central
bank to the shock, however, is considerably stronger than in the previous case: the initial jump in
short-term interest rates is about five times higher. It is important to bear in mind that the change
in the nominal exchange rate (Figure 2F) and real exchange rate (Figure 2D) in the initial period
after the shock generates a strong demand effect (see the specification of the IS curve captured by
equation (1)). Therefore, the central bank must increase short-term interest rates considerably in
order to react to inflation being above target and curb demand-led inflationary pressures that could
accelerate inflation in the future. There are a few transmission channels, however, through which
the disinflation is achieved in the models. First, the reaction of the central bank results in an initial
rise of long-term real interest rates (Figure 2C), and the real exchange rate (Figure 2D) falls back
to equilibrium too. It should also be noticed that the volatility of both the real interest rate and the
exchange rate is higher when the second-round effects of import prices are absent. The combined
effect of the positive real interest rate and appreciating real exchange rate gradually reduces the
excess demand (Figure 2B). The magnitude and dynamics of the output gap, despite the
differences in the dynamics of the real exchange rate and real interest rate, are similar for both
Phillips-curve specifications.
The visually most significant difference between the two models’ dynamics emerges for domestic
inflation (Figure 2H). The difference in the specification of the Phillips curves corresponding with
the two wage-contracting equations largely explains why domestic inflation is more volatile when
wage contracts are derived from real consumer wages as opposed to the real product wage. The
reason is that the exchange rate shock feeds into nominal wage contracts and therefore causes
greater volatility of domestic inflation at the initial stage. At the same time the appreciation
following the shock exerts an anti-inflationary effect on wages and subsequently on domestic
inflation. The difference between the two models is somewhat smaller for consumer price
inflation (Figure 2G), which can be explained by the very same impact of the change of the
nominal exchange rate (Figure 2E) on total inflation in the case of both models.
6.3 Temporary 100 basis point shock to import prices – Quantification of second-round
effects for the three alternative loss functions of the central bank
The first very intuitive and straightforward implication of the impulse response results depicted in
Figures 3A–3H is that the magnitude of the second-round effects arising from a 100 basis point
shock to import prices is directly linked to the chosen loss function of the central bank. As one
would expect, the volatility of the second-round effects for those variables that are included in the
loss function of the central bank is negatively related to the weight of that variable in the loss
function. Figures 3B and 3G clearly support this observation. The volatility of the second-round16   Tibor Hlédik
effects for output is the highest for the loss function with the smallest weight for output, and,
similarly, the volatility of the second-round effects for inflation is the highest for the reaction
function that puts the smallest emphasis on inflation relative to output smoothing. It should be
noticed that when output smoothing is the main priority of the authorities, the second-round effect
of the shock on output is close to zero (Figure 3B). On the contrary, the second-round effects of
the shock on CPI and domestic inflation (Figures 3G and 3H) are positive, different from zero.
This can be explained by the specification of the Phillips curve, namely, by the quick transmission
of import prices into CPI and domestic inflation. The inflationary impact of the shock can be
eliminated by monetary policy only with some delay.
The behaviour of the central bank and correspondingly the dynamics of the nominal exchange rate
(Figures 3A, 3E and 3F) is very much in line with simple intuition. The higher is the weight of
inflation in the loss function of the central bank, the larger is the initial interest rate hike and
corresponding nominal exchange rate appreciation to mitigate the inflationary pressures arising
from the shock. The dynamics of the real interest rate and exchange rate (Figures 3C and 3D) also
correspond with the loss-function specification. The highest preference for inflation smoothing
results in the lowest real interest rate and most appreciated real exchange rate in the initial period,
and vice versa.
6.4 Temporary 100 basis point shock to the nominal exchange rate – Quantification of
second-round effects for the three alternative loss functions of the central bank
For most variables a temporary 100 basis point shock to the nominal exchange rate results in
second-round effects of similar magnitude as in the previous case. The timing of the dynamic
response for most variables is, however, different. The dynamic response in Figure 4B illustrates
that the initial second-round effects on output are negative
25 when the shock hits import prices
and, on the contrary, the initial second-round effect on output is positive when the shock is
generated for the nominal exchange rate. This difference between the impact of the two shocks
stems from their different origin. On the one hand the import price shock has no direct effect on
the real exchange rate and subsequently on demand, though it raises inflationary expectations
through the direct exchange rate channel. On the other hand the exchange rate shock results in a
strong positive impact on the output gap that cannot be entirely and immediately eliminated by the
monetary policy reaction.
The evaluation of the second-round effects for the three considered policy rules gives similarly
intuitive results as in the case of the previous 100 basis point shock to import prices. The volatility
of the second-round effects for inflation and output corresponds with the chosen weight of these
variables in the loss function of the central bank. The increasing of output relative to inflation in
the loss function weight (from 0.1 to 0.8) results in a decreasing volatility of output relative to the
volatility of consumer price inflation. Figures 4G and 4H illustrate that a small emphasis put on
inflation smoothing results in a very gradual return of both consumer and domestic inflation to the
steady state.
                                                          
25 The only exception is the dynamic response for the model with the policy rule associated with the highest
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7. Summary
The main goal of this paper was to quantify the second-round effects of selected supply-side
shocks on inflation depending on alternative assumptions made regarding wage-contracting
specifications. The two alternatives included Fuhrer–Moore-type wage-setting behaviour, with
real wages being defined in the first case in terms of the CPI and in the second case in terms of the
GDP deflator. A calibrated structural model framework was used for the quantification which
incorporates both forward-looking model-consistent and adaptive expectations of economic
agents on various markets. The models for the two alternative Phillips-curve specifications
specified in terms of domestic inflation were solved for three optimal policy rules corresponding
with three different (ad-hoc) loss functions of the central bank.
The dynamic properties of the models were analysed for a temporary 100 basis point shock to
import prices and the nominal exchange rate. The impulse response results contained in the paper
imply that the second-round effects of these shocks on wages and subsequently on prices are
significant enough to be taken into account in monetary policy decisions. The magnitude of the
second-round effects of these shocks on inflation and output depends not only on the source of the
shocks themselves, but also on the choice of reaction function of the central bank. The simulation
results also suggest that the relative magnitude of the second-round effects of the considered
shocks on inflation and output is positively related to the weight of these variables in the loss
function of the monetary authorities.18   Tibor Hlédik
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Appendix 2
In order to derive optimal policy rules and solve the model, it is necessary to minimise the
intertemporal loss function  l t
l
l







 with respect to (1*)–(3*). To find the minima
for (4*), the theory of dynamic programming is used. Let’s assume that the optimal value of the
loss function  1  T TL  is in the form  1 1 1
´
1      T T T T s X V X , where  t V  is a 30x30 matrix and  1  T s  a
real value for all t = 1, 2,….. By applying the expectational operator  t E  on  1  T TL  it is easy to
verify that  T T T T TL L TL E      ) ( 1  holds. The Bellman principle used for the optimising
algorithm is based on the following relationship
26:




        T T T T T i T T T T s X V X L s X V X
T

By using (2*) and (3*), it is easy to see that:
t t t t t t t Ri i Ui Z QZ Z L
´ ´ ´ 2    , where:
CZ K CZ Q   
´ ,  CI K CZ U   
´ ,  CI K CI R   
´ .














































where 11 A ,  11 Q  are a 27x27 matrix set, and 22 A ,  22 Q  are a 3x3 matrix set. Similarly, in the ratio of
the level vectors  t X  and  t x ,  t B and U are divided.
A solution to  V H f  was obtained with the help of the iterations given below. For the initial
values of the matrices  t t t V H f , zero matrices were chosen. The values   V H f  were
obtained for such T in which the absolute value difference   T T T V H f –  1 1 1    T T T V H f
was smaller than 
5 10
  (i.e. the iterations converged). The iteration steps below could be derived
using the relationships (1*) (ii), (iii) and the optimisation




        T T T T T i T T T T s X V X L s X V X
T
 . The convergence characteristics of this
algorithm are unfortunately not known (Oudiz–Sachs, 1985).
) ( ) ( 21 11 1
1
12 1 22 A A H A H A D t t t    


) ( ) ( 2 1 1
1
12 1 22 B B H A H A G t t t    


t t D A A A 12 11  

t t G A B B 12 1  
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26 For an intuitive explanation of Bellman’s principle in economic theory, see, for example, Obstfeld-Rogoff,
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Figure 1: A Temporary 100 Basis Point Shock to Import Prices                          
Weights in the loss function:  45 . 0  cpi w
 ,  45 . 0  y w ,  1 . 0  i w
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Figure 2: A Temporary 100 Basis Point Shock to the Nominal Exchange Rate
Weights in the loss function:  45 . 0  cpi w
 ,  45 . 0  y w ,  1 . 0  i w
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Figure 3: A Temporary 100 Basis Point Shock to Import Prices    
Second-Round Effects for Three Alternative Loss Functions of the Central Bank
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Figure 4: A Temporary 100 Basis Point Shock to the Nominal Exchange Rate
Second-Round Effects for Three Alternative Loss Functions of the Central Bank
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